Prospects for vaccine therapy for pancreatic cancer.
Vaccine therapy is being tested for many forms of cancer. The identification of immunogenic target molecules in pancreatic cancer is providing candidates for new vaccines targeting this cancer. Early clinical trials have demonstrated safety for all vaccines tested. Immunogenicity has been variable, but some vaccines have induced responses in a high proportion of vaccinated patients. Most trials have to some extent been able to document increased survival associated with immune responses. Based on this, several vaccines are now entering controlled trials. Recent feasibility studies have demonstrated that vaccination can be combined with standard chemotherapy and indicate that some synergy effects are to be expected. This has paved the way for larger clinical studies combining gemcitabin with cancer vaccination. Characterization of regulatory pathways involved in negative control of the immune system and development of new drugs to intercept such pathways has opened for ways to manipulate the immune response in the clinical setting. Vaccination therapy for pancreatic cancer is moving into an exiting area with opportunities to attack not only the tumour as such, but also to deal with important regulatory mechanisms that have negatively influenced clinical efficacy so far.